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Knowledge capital and economic growth for countries
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Source: OECD, In it together, 2015

Growth of 
GDP p.c.
1960-2000

Human capital 1960

How about regions?

Education
 Population aged 25-

64 with tertiairy
education, 2016

 Large regional 
disparities in 
education; higher 
educated are more 
mobile and 
concentrate in (big) 
cities with HEI’s

 Average EU 28=31%
<15%        >40%

Source: EU-
Commision (2017), 

7-th Report on 
Economic, Social and
Territorial Cohesion

Expenditures on education as % of GDP
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NL

Classic question about regional growth still in debate

Literature: do “jobs-follow-people or people-follow-jobs?” The question 
relates to questions like:

• Do people move for economic factors (jobs) or amenities and quality-of-
life factors? (e.g. Lowry,1966; Partridge 2010).

• Is the residential location decision made before or after the job location 
decision? (e.g., Deding et al. 2009). Or already by the choice of study?

• Are employment locations of firms really exogenous to residential 
locations? 

• Do these patterns differ by level of education / human capital and change 
over time with footloose 24/7 jobs and soon by the self-driving car?
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Regional development in European 
Economic space: the world is spiky

The Role and Value of (Big) Cities from pure economic and 
broad well-being perspective

• ECONOMIC: (Big) cities have higher productivity, generate more 
knowledge outcomes (patents, innovations, copyrights, licenses), 
have more higher quality human capital – both stocks and inflows

• But also: higher land and housing prices
• WELL-BEING: (Big) cities have high quality services and amenities 

like universities, musea, concerts
• But also: more traffic jams, more air pollution, more crime, higher risk 

of being the target of war and terrorist attacks

 Now also attention for concepts of second-tier cities & borrowed size

Current trends on (regional) labour markets (1)
• Economic crisis is over, shortages occur already in 

some occupations, mismatch education – jobs?
• Population decline and aging: shrinking labour force? 
• Regional and urban-rural disparities: role of cities; but 

also risks of climate change
• Sectoral shifts from agriculture/industry to services
• Increasing knowledge intensity, ICT-revolution, more 

higher educated, but also a large pool of low-literate 
people; question of inclusiveness

• Polarisation on the labour market due to automation 
and robotization: medium level jobs disappear!
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Current trends on regional labour markets (2)
• Flexibilisation (24/7 instead of 9 to 5), more self-employed, 

more temporary contracts and flexible and/or part time jobs
• Changes competences 21st century skills, life long 

learning
• Increasing spatial mobility; commuting (self driving cars), 

internal migration, international migration
• Localization and Globalization; off-shoring/reshoring; 

Brexit, Catalunya
• Decentralisation of labour market policy to regions
• Quality of institutions and governance
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Development of the number of jobs 2008 - 2018
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New jobs: 1ekw2017-1ekw2018: + 260.000,  of which: 
Commercial Services (incl. temp workers): + 100.000; 
Retail, trade, transport, restaurants, etc.: + 70.000;
Care: + 25.000 Financial services: - 6.000

Bron: UWV, 2018

Vacancies versus Unemployment Beneftis 1998 - 2017
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Bron: UWV, 2018

Vacancies back at the pre-crisis 
level: > 250.000!

Unemployment benefits

The economic crisis is over: now many unfilled vacancies
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Unemployment rate by level of education 2003-2017

Education:
Low 

Medium

High
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Krappe 
arbeidsmarkt!

Growing regions are 
everywhere!

Urban areas with a 
high density of 
people have more 
jobs in commuting
distance
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Labour force by education and region
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Three northern
provinces: 10-12% 
of the population
and jobs

Employment by province and NL 2010 - 2021
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Employment North by education level 2003 - 2016
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Higher educated
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Unemployment by province and NL 2009 - 2021
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Unemployment rates by education and region
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The individual benefits of investing in human capital
• Human Capital Theory (Sjaastad, 1962) and Job Search Theory

(Lippman and McCall,1976, 1979 and Pissarides, 1976): higher educated
have higher wages, lower risks of unemployment; but also better health, 
higher life expectancy

• Higher educated are more spatially mobile because they have lower
(information and psychic) cost and higher returns in terms of future
wages. Path-dependency: if they move once, they are more likely to
move again: onward moves versus return moves.

• In- and outflows of migration are highly correlated: but destination choice
has mixed relations with regional differences in wages and unem-
ployment (e.g. Lowry, 1966). Regional differences in cultural and natural
ameneties and quality of life may also play a role (e.g. Graves, 1980) 
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Utrecht, 20 februari 2009
Source: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2010

Interactions between education and health: higher educated live 
longer a healthy life: years to live after 65 by education and gender
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Mismatch between Education and Job Requirements?
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Vertical mismatch: level of education is 
too high or too low for the job

Horizontal mismatch: level of 
education is OK, but the type 
of education not

1. Do we talk about education or skills?
2. Do we talk about the short term (first job) or long term (carreer)?

26EDUCATION MISMATCH OECD Employment Outlook  2011, Chapter 4

NL

NL

Over-qualification

Under-qualification
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Rapidly changing skill requirements for the 21st century Cost and consequences of skill mismatch

Robotisation and
Automation
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Automation and Robotization: how 
many jobs will be lost?
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How many jobs will be lost?
 Frey and Osborne (2017): 47% of total US 

Employment

 Deloitte (2014): 20-30 % of total Dutch jobs
 Koster and Talens (2016): 30% of total Dutch 

jobs

 Arntz et al. (2016): 9% of total jobs in OECD 
countries

Large differences
in the risk of 
automation
between sectors 
and occupations, 

ALSO FOR 
ACADEMICS IN 
e.g. LAW, 
ACCOUNTING, 
ENGINEERING
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Labour Market Polarization: middle jobs disappear

Acemoglu and Autor, 2011

Graduate Labour Market and
Migration Behaviour
in the Netherlands

using longitudinal (max. 25 
years) micro data
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faculteit ruimtelijke
wetenschappen

economische geografie

04-10-2016

Smart move?
› Viktor Venhorst

Dissertation: 
The spatial mobility 
of higher education 
graduates

› Analysis based on 
longitudinal 
individual personal 
and career data
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Graduates and the transition into the labour market
Venhorst, VA, S. Koster, J. van Dijk (2013) Geslaagd in de Stad, RUG/FRW, Groningen.

Graduation year

Studying

In Employment

38|

faculteit ruimtelijke
wetenschappen

economische geografie

04-10-2016

Graduates: share employed by discipline

Venhorst, VA et al (2013) Geslaagd in de stad. URSI Research Report 344. RUG / FRW.

Arts

Graduation year
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faculteit ruimtelijke
wetenschappen

economische geografie

04-10-2016

Average net wage

Venhorst, VA et al (2013) Geslaagd in de stad. URSI Research Report 344. RUG / FRW.

Arts

Graduation year

Arts
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faculteit ruimtelijke
wetenschappen

economische geografie

04-10-2016

Share of self-employed

Venhorst, VA et al (2013) Geslaagd in de stad. URSI Research Report 344. RUG / FRW.

Arts
Graduation year

Graduation year
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faculteit ruimtelijke
wetenschappen

economische geografie

04-10-2016

Level of profits of self-employed

Venhorst, VA et al (2013) Geslaagd in de stad. URSI Research Report 344. RUG / FRW.

Arts

Graduation year
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Graduates by spatial mobility, movers and non-movers

Venhorst, VA, S. Koster, J. van Dijk (2013) Geslaagd in de Stad, RUG/FRW, Groningen.

Most graduates move only 
over (very) short distances,
but concentrate in cities!

Graduation year
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Migration patterns to / from
city of Groningen
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Migration by age

Net gain Gr.

Net loss Gr.

Bron: Venhorst, V.A., Koster, S. en Van Dijk, J. (2013), Geslaagd in de Stad. 

Graduation year

Mobility of students from 10 years before till 18 years after graduation

Groningen

Rotterdam

Amsterdam

Maastricht
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Growing cities in a 
shrinking surrounding 
region:

The escalator-model

 redistribution of 
human capital mainly  
within, but also between 
regions!
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Darkred: > 2,4

Darkblue < 1,6

Source: Pau/Louter, 2010

Index 1-5

Education index population 
15-64 year
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Source: Stad en Land, CPB, 2010

Commuting distances 
increase, especially for 
higher educated

New working 
arrangements: change 
form daily face-to-face 
contact to a frequency 1-
2 times per week
 ICT Broadband!
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Brain drain / brain gain: conclusions (Venhorst et al)

• Research question: 
 Where do students come from and where are they going to live and work after 

graduation?

 Does this pattern shows variation by discipline and regional labour market conditions?

• Conclusions:
• The region looses, the city wins and in the end especially Amsterdam

• Bonding is important, mobility is only high around the graduation date. Many stay put.

• Considerable regional differences in the way they serve their own labour market

• Periphery doesn’t loose automatically the best students, except for economists and 
lawyers. Is this a problem? Brain drain or clean export product?

• Migration is paying-off, but not for all (self-selection;)

• Job opportunities are more important for migration than residential amenities

• Job opportunities for partners are of crucial importance!

Labour Market situation of 
recent graduates in the

Netherlands: results of the
Elsevier survey 2018
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Time till first serious job after graduation 2007-2017

| 54
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Share employed with a permanent jobs one-and-a-
half year after graduation 2005-2016
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Gross monthly salary (in Euro’s) one-and-a-half year
after graduation 2005-2016
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Gross monthly salary after 15 months and 10 years
Selected studies:  salary after 15 months /     10 years (in euro’s)

Finance 3.100 6.100
Econometrics 3.200 6.000
Medic 3.500 5.900
Enginering 3.000 5.200
Law 2.600 4.600
Geography 2.400 3.900
Psychology 2.200 3.400
Academic Teacher Language 2.500 3.600 
History 2.000 3.600
Culture, Media, Language 2.000 3.000
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Gross monthly salary after 10 years by university
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General Conclusions
› Human capital is a crucial factor in the economic performance of 

nations, regions, cities and firms but also for individual careers. 

› Human capital has besides economic benefits also other benefits for 
individuals (like health, happiness) and for society (like democracy)

› Higher educated graduates are the most spatially mobile group in the 
labour market, especially in the years before and after graduation. 
But: most of them stay in the home region. Mobile people do better.

› It leads to a redistribution of human capital within regions, but also 
between regions; impacts on regions are complex processes

› Robotization and automation change the job market.

› For a career education is important, but also other (21st century) skills
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Conclusions for Arts students
› Arts students are less often employed. After 18 months the share with a 

permanent job is average, but in the long run they are less employed.

› Earnings are in the lower bound both after 18 months and after 10 years. 

› Within arts Academic Teachers perform the best, and after 10 years 
historians keep up with them.

› Graduates from Groningen in arts, history and philosophy are in second 
place in terms of salary after 10 years compared to other universities in 
The Netherlands. Language, communication and culture students are 
average. But: large differences between individuals, personal skills matter!

› Is studying Arts a good choice? The benefits of higher education are 
broader than work and income, but relate also to life expectancy, health 
and happiness which is relevant for both the individual and for society.
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